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ABSTRACT

One of the ma3or research programs funded by Project

THEMIS at Dartmouth College is the Library Project. This pro-

jec + is concerned with the development of a prototype auto--

mated on-line real-time library circulation systcm, connected

to the Dartmouth GE-635 time sharing computer. An aspect of

this project and the subject of this thesis is the analysis,

design and implementation of a library user information system

incorporating an audio-response un2t- (An audio-response

unit is a computer controlled device with a set vocabulary

of recorded words and phrases that can be output in any

sequence.)

The user information system uses a touch-tone telephone

ar an input/output terminal. Inquiries are input to the system

via a touch-tone telephone button pad and answers are from a

computer directed audio-response unit outputting the proper

sequence of words and phrases.

A prototype system has been constructed and demonstrated.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the library project is "to develop a

prototype automated library circulation desk which will

eliminate the typical manual procedures used in most

libraries, will do so in an economic manner, and will

relieve present circulation desk staff of many repetitive

clerical tasks while at the same time improving overall

circulation service."

"The system is centered on a small computer housed in

the library and to which are connected a number of different

input-output devices such as a teletype, telephone dataset,

a custom high speed charge/discharge terminal and touch-tone

telephone audio-response unit. The circulation file will

be kept in computer memory; via the various input/output

devices books may be charged/discharged (this may even be

self-service), holds placed and detected on discharge,

renewals and fines processed, notices prepared automatically,

searches made on various file variables and simple system

statistics compiled."

"As an added and perhaps the most important feature,

some of these services can be provided to remote users over

the telephone system through the audio-response unit. " 24

A study of the need fox an automated circulation infor-

mation system and the alternative solutions was presented

in a preliminary study 2 3 . A srmmary of that study follows.
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A circulation information system is an integral part of

an operating Jib:ary. For example, new users car: be guided

to the location of various books by the libarians. Sometimes

a user will need a book that is out. The librarians can ra-

serve the book, or if the user needs the book immediately,

the libraxians can inform him of the current borrower's

name and he can then contact him. A person may need a book

for more than the original loan period. If no holds have

been placed on the book, the user can renew it at the circu-

lation desk.

Most information systems are at best very casual. The

librarians at the circulation desk are there mainly to per-

form various clerical tasks and partially to answer user

questions asked either in person or over the telephone. The

librarian often searches the circulation files to learn the

answers to the user's questions.

In the prototype library system, without an audio-

response unit, the librarians would use the master teletype

to learn the answers to users' questions. This system, how-

ever, involves attention by professional librarians, atten-

tion that could be better applied to jobs necessary to the

growth and improvement of the library.

A new system is not necessarily an improvement. Criteria

on which a new system can be judged must be listed. The fol-

lowing criteria will be used in evaluating and comparing

proposed new systems.

First, is the suggested system practical? Can we make
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the system work within the cornstroints of available time

and skill? Hopefully a prototype system will be operative

within a year.

Second, does the proposed system involve an economy of

human effort? Is the proposed system as easy to use or

easier to use for both the librarians and the users as the

present system? The prasent system is available to remote

users, therefore the proposed system must also be available

to remote users.

Third, and final, does the suggested system involve an

economy of dollars? If we invest extra money in a new sys-

tera, will it save enough dollars in operating disbursement

over time to produce an acceptable return on the investment?

Each system will be weighed according to the above

criteria, and the best alternative selected. j
The present system as described earlier, is a working

computerized library circulation s: stem. A librarian uses

the master teletype to query the circulation files in order

to learn the answers to users' questions.

Some type of input-output device will be necessary to

input questions to the system, and output answers to the

user. Input-output units available on the market today

include keyboard input/printer output devices such as a
.7

teletype and va'..ous touch-tone oriented input devices.

These input/output terminals could be provided to each

potential user in the service vicinity of Baker Library.

This would satisfy criterion number two, that information



service be available to remote users. However, the cost of

a teletype, or a cathode ray display for all remote users

would be prohibitive. Model 33KSR teletypes rent for $70

per month, and cathode ray displays even more. Any remote

terminal other than a touch-tone telephone involves extra

cost for the user Teletypes or cathode ray displays

located at selected locations would be impractical because

of cost, and unacceptable to the criterion that the system

involve an economy of human effort. A user would have to

expend some extra effort to reach a temote terminal. Another

-- alternative is using teletype or cathode ray display near

the card catalogue in the library. This would eliminate in-

person inquiries to the librarians. Remote users could still

call the librarian. This system satisfies criteria numbers

one and two.

The other input/output device not yet mentioned is the

touch-tone telephone 8 "1 0'1 1. Information can be input using

the touch-tone buttons and the output can be voice from an

audio-response unit directed by the small computer. This

alternative satisfies criteria one and two.

Each of the above suggestions was analyzed further than

suggested above. The last described system with touch-tone

input and ARU output will be discussed in greater detail

below to present the system and to exemplify the analyses

used on all proposed systems, This system is shown in block

diagram form in Figure 2,

Since this is a user informat-.on system, the first area
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of interest is the kind of information and services that

can be made available to the user. The limiting factors

are the size of the vocabulary of the audio-response unit,

and the raw information available from the computeized

library system.

The maximum vocabulary size that can be justified

economically is sixty-three words, available on the Cogni-

tronics Model 674 Speechmaker. The raw information avail-

able from the library system includes the call numbers of

borrowed books, the borrower identification numbers, the

due dates, and the identification numbers of persons who

have placed holds on a particular book
1 9

Information on which stack a certain book is in can

-be determined by comparing the book number with a table in

the computer

From the raw data it can be determined whether the book

is in or out or lost, the stack number, the due date, and

the borrower identification number. Also, this information

can be updated if a user renews a book he has out, or places

or releases a hold on a specific book.

Hardware alternatives were the second area of study.

Bell Systems is slowly replacing all dial telephones

throughout the country with touch-tone telephones. Hanover

should have them January 1971, and 95 percent of the country

within eight years (according to the Claremont, New Hampshire,

business office of the New England Telephone Company). A

touch-tone telephone has ten or twelve push buttons instead



of a rotary dialer. On +he twelve button telephone, the

20extra buttons are labeled * and #

As a data input terminal, the touch-tone telephone has
'10,11

several advantages over all other data input/output device-.:'

It is the lowest cost such unit on the market today. It costs

$5 to install and rents for $8.25 per month. It has the ad-

vantage of being multipurpose. It can be used as a normal

telephone, and as a data input/output terminal. In the library

system it has an extra cost of zero to the user bec-ause pre-

sunmably the touch-tone telephone will be his normal telephone.

A disadvantage of touch-tone telepbones is the limited

number of input keys. To input anything besides numbers,

one must devise a code involving multiple keying. The best

code will depend cn whether the ten button or twelve button

telephones are used. With the library system, the capability

to input digits, letters, and a decimal point must be provided

because book numbers are a combination of letters, digits

and decimal points,

One alternative is to use a two digit code, such as 34

for the digit 4, and 07 for the letter G. Another alterna-

tive is to provide a shift key or code to signal a switch

from letter to digits, and back. Then 0 to 9 could represent

the digits and 01 to 26 the letters,

On a twelve button telephone one of the extra buttons

could be used to signal a shift from the digits to numbers

or vice versa. -erhaps one of the extra buttons could sig-

nal digits following, and the other could signal letters

following.
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On a ten button telephone it would be more awkward to

have a shift key. A shift code such as 33 could signal a

change but this would only allow a s ight modification of

the code (01 could Lepresent either the digit 1 or the letter

A), and would probably be confusing to the user.

The actual decoding will, at any rate, be under software

control, and the flexibility of the system allows experimen-

tation with different systems to determine the one most con-

venient for the user.

Examples of possible codes for the ten button and the

twelve button telephones are listed below.

Examples of Input Code

Twelve Button Telephone

+ letters following

- digits following + shift

o to 9 digits 0 to 9 digits

0i to 26 numbers 01 to 26 numbers

Ten Button Telephone

33 shift

01 to 26 letters 01 tc 26 letters

01 to 09 digits 30 to 39 digits

To con2- the tones we received over the telephone line

to usable data, some electronic data converter must be used.

*Telephone company regulations require the electronic equip-

ment (such as telephones or Data Sets) at each end of their
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telephone lines meet certain rigid specifications. According

to them, this is to protect their switching equipment from

being electronically damaged by a faulty unit at one end of

the line Design requirements are such that the design and

construction of one unit would cost much more than units

coramorcially available, Several suitable Data Sets are avail-

-ile on the market today; these include the IBM 3975, and

the Bell Systems X403A2, 401J3, 403D, and 403E.

The Bell Systems X403A2 rents for $50 per month and has

a $50 installation charge. The Data Set provides an inter-

face between the telephone company equipment and the user's

equipment. The X403A2 automatically answers incoming calls,

and returns a tone to the user indicating that the phone has

been answered. In addition it converts the incoming signals

from the touch-tone telephone into a two out of eight binary

code, and indicates disconnection by the system user 2 0.

A computer is already part of the library system, but

kno;wledge of its capabilities and limitations is essential

in designing the library user system. The Interdata Model 3

computer is a general purpose digital computer with a 2 I sec

memory cycle time. and a core memory of 8192 bytes 2 1 '22

This computer will act mainly as a message switching center

between the library devices (including the data - and the

audio-response unit) and the GE 635 time-sharing system. It

will read the data from the dataset and then format an inquiry

to be sent to the time-sharing system. Upon reception of an

answer from the GE 635, it will formulate a series of instruc-

tions to be written to the audio-response unit, These
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instructions will control the audio-response unit and will

typically drive it to output a verbal message to the user

through the datasct.

An audxo-response unit, or voice response unit, is a

device with a fixed vocabulary of words and phrases that can

be output from the unit in any order, as directed by a com-

puter, and can be converted into intelligible audio. The

ultimate goal in designing an audio-response unit is to

provide a natural sounding reply with all the proper inflec-

tions and pauses, no matter what order one may decide to

call out the words. However, the necessary requirements

are rot as rigorous as this. Voice quality need only be

intelligiole. The time between words can be noticeable and

slightly unnatural, but not disconcerting. Also, inflections

can be the same for each word. This will produce a stilted,

18but not unintelligible message The unit must be designed

for long life with minimum maintenance. The final output

of the unit must be an analog signal, but it can be stored

in analog or digital form.

There are many alternatives for audio-response units.

The following will discuss these alternatives and then attempt

to reach valid decisions as to acceptable alternatives. All

audio-response units must have a stored signal representing

each word, a storage medium, a pickup device, and logic to

select the proper word.

The signal representing the word can be stored either

in analog or digital form. Much research has been done by



Bell Laboratories in the field of digital representation of

voice sounds2 '4  The basic hardware unit is called a vocoder

(for voice decoder), basically a sophisticated digital to

analog converter that produces voice output from digital

2,3,4,5,12,13,16,17,18input ' 1  It appears from these articles

that an audio-response unit along these lines would be more

expensive than a unit using a stored analog signal. Both

systems require a storage unit, and pickup devices. In

addition, the digital system requires some sort of digital

17to analog converter to produce the analog signal as output

The basic requirements for an analog voice-response

unit are a storage device, a method of picking up the stored

signal, and logic to pick the right track and thus the right

word off the storage unit-

There are three popular methods for storing analog

signals, and then reproducing them later. They are a

magnetic storage medium and pickup head, a grooved medium

such as a record of Dictaphone belt and a needle, and a

transparent film and a photoelectric cell. Which of the

above devices is used depends mainly upon the economics

of the units with much attention being paid to the wear of

the storage medium and subsequent deterioration of the stored

signal caused by the pickup device and the medium.

On the market today there are basically only two dif-

ferent audio-response units. They are made by Cognitronics

and IBM. Other companies, namely ICA, UNIVAC, Honeywell,

tBurroughs, and General Electric, use the Cognitronics unit
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as the bas2c response unit

Using the criteria given earlier, the Cognitronics 674

Speechmaker appears to be the best alternative. Home built

models have been rejected because of the design and time

costs involved, and the question of practicality. There is

also some question as to whether such a unit could be built

and perfected within a year. A vocoder has also been rejected

for the reasons listad earlier in this section. The Model

632 Cognitronics Speechmaker was rejected because of insuf-

ficient vocabulary. The IBM unit was rejected because of

cost (It sells for around $60,000.)

There are two problems not yet covered in the previous

pages. One is the problem of supplying a verbal introduction

when the phone is answered and supplying lengthy instructions

to a new user. The other is the problem of delay in obtaining

information from the time-sharing system.

A user unfamiliar with the system must receive instruc-

tions on how to use the system. In order to facilitate use

from any touch-tone telephone, these instructions must be

given to him over the telephone. It would be uneconomical

to use the audio-response unit to produce these instructions

when we could use another audio producing unit such as a

tape reco-der with a long tape loop. There are units com-

mercially available: which stop automatically at the beginning

of the loop. The computer can be programmed to skip the

instructions if the user so desires.

Design criteria for the long message units are: indepen-

dent operation, simplification of computer control commands,
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variable length messages, and ease of modification of the

messages. Schemes to use various tracks on one tape recor-

Cer do not meet all the criteria, Reel recorders require

rewind and fast forward commands. Cartridge tape players

are endless loops and do not have fast forward controls.

In addition, an automatic ctop control within the player

eliminates the need to stop the player under computer con-

trol.

A user waiting for a reply might have to wait 20-30 sec-

onds before he hears a reply because of the delays inherent

in the time-sharing system. To prevent him from becoming im-

patient cr worried at the delay, music will be played to

him to indicate that the system is operating.

Any system has occasional errors. They might be the

fault of the user, the computer, or the telephone system.

The user can be used to correct most of these errors by

using an audio feedback system that tells the user what the

computer thinks he input.

There are at leest two methods of implementing this

error checking system. The system might respond after

each letter or digit has been input. If the response is not

as desired, the user could delete the previous input and

replace it with t.ie correct one by inputting the error code.

Or, the audio-response unit might respond with a long mes-

sage after an entire line has been input. This would make

fcorrection harder, but would shorten the delay between

input and answer.
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In any of the above systems, the user must have some

way of correcting dn error. Either a special code, or one

of the extra buttons on the twelve button telephone could

be used to indicate an error,

In any case, the programmer has complete freedom to

use any method he desires, and can experiment with any

system by changing the softwa:e.

In order that the computer can communicate with the

audio-response unit. the Data Set and the tape recorders,

the interface has to be designed and built to be as general

as possible in order not to constrain the software design

21,22
and implementation

An analysis such as above for all proposed systems

produced three alternatives that met criteria one and two

(practicality, and ease of operation). These three will

now be compared using criteria number three. Does the pro-

posed system involve an economy of dollars?

The first alternative is the present user information

system, a librarian using the master teletype of the system

to learn answers to users' questions.

Consultation with several librarians at Baker determined

that they spend about one-third of their time answering the

questions and performing the services that the proposed sys-

tem would handle. The librarians are paid $1.90 to $2.50

per hour depending on experience and training, with the mean

about $2.23 per hour. The library is open Monday to Friday

from 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM for a total of 87 hours a week.
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Annual disbursementsi for providing information are, there-

fore, $3595.

The second alternative is adding an extra teletype to

be located near the card teletype in the library for the

use of library users. This would eliminate in-person in-

quiries to the librarians. The librarians estimated that

of the time spent answering questions the proposed system

will answer, half of it is spent answering users' questions

over the telephone. The other economic factors are the same

as alternative number one. The teletype rents for $70 per

month. Annual disbursement for providing information with

this system are $2637, and a teletype interface costs $2000

from Interdata.

The third alternative is the audio-response unit and

the touch-tone telephone. The Cognitronics Model 674

Speechmaker, mounted and powered costs $C335. The vocabu-

lary film cylinder adds $1320. The X403A Data Set costs

$50 to install and rents for $50 per month. A touch-tone

telephone, to be located near the main circulation desk in

the Baker Library, costs $5 to install and rents for $8.25

per month. The interface between the audio-response unit,

the Data Set, and the computer was estimated to cost $900. I
This breaks down into design costs $500 (200 hours at $2.50

per hour), hardware $300 and assembly and testing $100 (40

hours at $2.50 per hour).

Tape player costs were estimated at $300. Because of

P their limited use in the system, an economic life of ten
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years is a reasonable estimate. Cognitronics Corporation

estimates the physical and economic life of their Speechmaker i
at ten years, with a zero t:alvage value at that time. Main- -

tenance is limited to monthly cleaning of the air filter j
and will be estimated at $25 per year. Software development -

for the system was estimated to cost $500 (200 hours at

$2,50 per hour) .

Total initial investment is estimated at $12,000.

Annual disbursements would be S725 per year.

From the above figures the time scales comparing alter- -

A

natives look like this. --

Status Quo Annual Disbursement = $2637

10 years

_Extra Teletype Annual Disbursement = $2637

10 years 4

initial Investment = $12,000 -

Audio-Response Annual Disbursement = $725 -:

System I
10 years

Comparing the alternative of the status quo with the

alternative of the audio-response system, the extra invest-

ment of $12,000 is recovered in saving of annual disburse-

ment at a rate of 21 percent. Comparing the alternative of

the extra teletype with the audio-response system, the extra

investment of $12,000 is recovered in savings of annual

disbursement at a rate of 15 percent.

These rates of return indicate the audio-response sys-

tem is the best economic alternative.
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As a result of this study, it was estimated that an

automated circulation information system could be designed

and a prototype system could be constructed within one year

for a cost under $12,000. This system was designed and

built. The remainder of this thesis is devoted to describ-

ing in detail the design, maintenance and use of the system.

A



PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL

This section is written as a guide to the programmer

who may wish to use the hardware developed as a result of

this thesis. The programmer should be familiar with the

Interdata 3 Reference Manual2 1 .

The Interdata computer has been designed to handle

external interrupts efficiently. The programmer enables

external interrupts and tells the computer the address of

the first instruction to be executed after an external

interrupt. The computer does the rest. When an external

device interrupts, the computer finishes processing the

instruction on which it was working, stores the address of

the next instruction it would have processed if there had

been no interrupt and branches to the instruction specified

above by the programmer. An acknowledge interrupt instruc-

tion should be the next logical step. Status is read

automatically and placed in a general register. Based on

which bits are set in the status byte, the program will

probably branch to a specific subroutine. This subroutine

should merely handle housekeeping chores, such as reading

data, or issuing an output command. Any long calculations

should be done after enabling external interrupts.
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The status byte is as follows:

Bit Set Meaning

0 ARU ready for next word

1 Data was input from the telephone

2 Tape player one finished

3 Tape player two finished

4 User hung up
5 New user on line

6 Unused

7 Unused

There are i2 possible output commands. These and their

hexidecimal equivalents are listed below:

HEX BINARY

Enable answering E i0

Disable answering 6 0110

Enable ARU 3 0011

Disable ARU B 1011

Enable 1 digit input C 1100

Enable 2 digit input 4 0100

Enable Data input 2 0010

Disable Data input A 1010

Start Tape Recorder 3 1 0001

Stop Tape Recorder 3 9 1001
Start Tape Recorder 1 5 0101

Start Tape Recorder 2 D 1101

The interface built for this thesis enables communica-

tion between the ID-3, and a telephone data set, an audio-

response unit, and three tape recorders (see Fig. 2).
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Telephone Data Set

The telephone data set is an X403A22 0. It can automati-

cally answer incoming calls, and convert the tones generated

by a user pressing a button on a touch-tone telephone into

digital logic signals. The programmer must enable automatic

answexing mode by issuing the appropriate output command

to the interface. This allows the programmer to control

when the system will allow connection by users. If auto-

matic answering is not enabled, the user will only hear

repeated ringing as if no one were at home. The data set,

after automatically answering a call, will return a two to

five second 2000 cycle tone to the user, and then tell the

ID-3 through an interrupt that a user is on line.

The data set operates in a half-duplex mode. Either

data can be input by the user, or he can hear audio output,

but not both. The programmer must enable data input to

receive data from the user, or disable data input to play

audio back to the user.

In addition to the above, the data set will indicate,

via an interrupt, user disconnection.

Audio Response Unit

The audio-response unit's logical operation is straight-

forward. The programmer enables ARU interrupts, and upon

reception of an ARU interrupt writes the address of the next

track to be played. The interface has been designed to allow

- the program 625 milliseconds to respond to an ARU interrupt.
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The ARU interrupt signals a request for another track address.

Due to the above timing considerations, a message should

always end with two silent words, track address 0. This

ensures reception of the entire message by the user. Normal

programming practice will be the enabling of data input im-

mediately after the last track address 's been written to

the A1U.

Tape Players

The tape player units are of two types. Two are designed

as long message units. When in the "off" state, each will

have its reading head positioned at the beginning of its

message loop. The programmer issues an output command to

turn on one of the players. When the player completes the

playing of its loop, it sends an interrupt back to the com-

puter and then halts. The third player is designed to play

music or a repetitious message such as "Just a second please."

The programmer issues- an output command to either instantly

start or stop the player.

The programmer can make a few minor hardware adjustments.

The lengths and types of messages played by the tape players

can be easily adjusted. Also, the volumes of the ARU and

the tape players can also be easily adjusted.

Tape cartridges can be purchased with any length of

tape desired by the programmer. If one message is to be 45

seconds long, L.len the length of tape purchased should be 46

* seconds ling including the one second of tape necessary to

allow the motor to reach full speed on start up and to stop
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completely. A modified tape player is shown in Fig. 4.

To record a message use the microphone providc. First,

align the tape by turning the tape recorder on and allowing

it to run until it stops automatically. The tape recorder

is turned on by outputting the proper command through the

computer; the following program can be used:

Address (Hex) Contents

300 LHI 5, X' 11'

304 LHI 6, X'5' or X'D'

308 OCR 5, 6

Immediately after starting the player, press the record

button, and begin recording the message.

The playback volume levels of the tape players can be

varied by turning the screws on the three adjustable potcntio-

meters located on a vector board next to the tape recorders.

Clockwise increases the volume, counterclockwise decreases

it (see Fig. 3).

Interface

The interface was designed to allow the programmer maxi-

mum freedom in coding, and to decrease the amount of program-

ming necessary to operate the system. Use of the interrupt

scheme allows independent operation of the five devices con-

nected to the interface. The ability to enable and disable

interrupts eliminates the extensive programming t.hat would

- have been required to determine exactly what the five
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Volume Controls

All ~ ~ .........

FIGURE 3: Tape Player Control Circuitry

Control

Solenoid -

FIGURE 4: Modified Tape Player

-- -- . . .2 - _ . . .__
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components were doing. Extraneous, or unexpected interrupts

are eliminated, because they can be disabled, and thus cannot

get through.

The data set returns a 2 of 8 code to the interface. A

decoding matrix converts this to binary code. The programmer

has the option of allowing one digit or two digit input

before an interrupt is returned. This ability allows elim-

ination of long coding in applications in which a two digit

code is necessary, but does not restrict the programmer to

the two digit code for every application.

The basic logic scheme of this system is to enable a

device, receive the interrupt from the device indicating it

is ready and then act upon that interrupt. The type of in-

t.rrupt indicates the subroutine necessary to handle it.

Extensive flagging is thus eliminated. This is an asset in

any computer but especially in one with a small memory sich

as the Interdata 3.

ARU Vocabulary

The ARU vocabulary has been chosen to convey maximum

information in a minimum amount of words. Economic consider-

ations produced a 64 word maxi.mum vocabulary, and the infor-

mation to be returned determines the exact vocabulary neces-

sary.

The following is a list of the responses as they are

recorded on the 63 tracks of t. ognitronics unit:
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Track Number Word or Phrase

0 silence
I. A

2 B
3 C
4 D

5 E
6 F

7 G

10J
1]. K

-' 2 L
13
14 N
1s 0
16 p
17Q
18 R
19 S
20 T
21
22 V
~23 w

424 X
25 Y
26 Z
2-7 January
28 February
29 March
30 0
31 1
32 2
33 3
34 4
35 5
36 6
37 7
38 8
39 9
40 Point
41 April
42 May
43 June
44 J2uly
45 August
46 September
4- October
48 November
49 December

450 Error
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Track Number Word or Phrase (continued.,

51 Book
52 is in
53 is out
54 is lost
55 A hold
56 has been
57 Placed
58 Released
59 Due Date
60 Borrower
61 Return
62 Stack
63 Renewed

As an example, the audio-response unit could inform the

user which stack a book is in by using a digit, "Book is in"

and "stack number" to tell the user "Book is in stack nv'iaber

5".

-Ai
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MAINTENANCE MANUAL

To enable communications between the Interdata computer, 4

the data set, the audio-Lesponse unit and the three tape re-

cordurs, a device controller, or interface, was designed

and constructed. The main design criterion was to make the

design general to prevent constraining the software implemen-

tation. Integrated circuitry was used extensively to enhance

_- reliability and speed of construction.

It was decided early in the design that only one device

controller would be built to handle the data set, the audio-

response unit, and the three tap,! recorders. To the com-

puter these five devices would appear as one machine. Be-

*- cause of the asynchronous nature of these devices and the

general design of the library system, the device controller

would signal the computer its desire for attention via the

external interrupt structure 2 1 . The nature of the service

desired is indicated by the status byte.

Refer to Page 6 of the Interface design (Appendix A).

There are six possible types of interrupts: 1) the timing

pulse from the audio-response unit, 2) user on line, 3) dis-

connection, 4) data from the Data Set, 5) tape recorder 1

finished and 6) tape recorder 2 finished. Each of these can

independently generate an interrupt, if the computer has pre-

viously enabled interrupts fro.n these devices. Each type of

interrupt se's a specific flip-flop which is read whenever Sense

Status is performed by the comriiter. The reader should be familiar
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Wr'4te Data Status
Circuitry Circuitry

Output
Comnman d
Circuitry

Printed Read Data
circuit Circuitry
Circuitry

FIGURE 5:

Interface Board Showing Location
of Sub-Assemblies
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with the Interdata 3 Interface Manual2 1

Acknowledge Interrupt

After the generation of an interrupt by the device

controller, an acknowledge interrupt will probably take

place. Refer to Page 3 in the interface schematic.

1. ATNO is sent to the computer.

2. The comjuter responds by raising RACKO.

--..3. RACKC and Q from the interrupt flip-flop are

NANDed together to send back to the computer and

enable the device number onto the Data Request

Lines DRLOOO through DRL070 (see Page 3 of the

schematic).

4. The computer lowers RACKO, which in turn causes

SYNO to be lowered.

5. The computer then starts the Sense Status Sequence.

Sense Status

Sense Status enables the computer to determine which

of the six possible conditions caused the interrupt. Refer

to Pages 1 and 6 of the schematic (Appendix A).

1. The device number is placed on the Data Available

Lines, DALOOO through DAL070, and is decoded by

the address decoder.

2. ADRSO is raised by the computer.

3. The NANDIng of ADRSO and DD1 (from the address

4 decoder) sets the address flip-flop.
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4. ADSYO is sent back to the computer and DENBI

goes high.

5. Upon reception of ADSYO, the computer lowers

ADRSO and removes the device number from the

DAL lines. The interface then lowers ADSYO.

6. SRO is raised by the computer.

7. SRI NANDed with the status byte causes the status

byte to be sent back to the computer. At the

same time, SRSYO is sent back to the computer.

8. Upon reception of SRSYO, the computer gates the

status byte to the proper address, and lowers

SRO. This causes the status flip-flops to be

cleared and SRSYO to be lowered.

Audio Response Unit

The Cognitronics Model 674 Speechmaker requires an

input of six bits of information in parallel to specify

which of the 64 words or phrases should be output. These

six bits must be placed on the input lines of the Cognitronics

unit at the start of the word or phrase and remain on these

lines for the duration of the word or phrase. The Speech-

maker provides a timing pulse of 30 milliseconds duration

to indicate to the computer the start of a new word or

phrase. The output from the Speechmaker gors to the voice

answer back terminal of the Data Set.

E
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FIGURE 6:

Cognitronics Model C74 Speechmaker
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Data Set

The Data Set 2 %elivers contact closures to the Interface,

An incoming call is automatically answered if the Data

Terminal Read Lead is closed to ground. The Data Set then

automatically answers an incoming call, and returns a two

to five second tone to the user. The Data Set signals that

a call has been answered by closing the Data Set Ready Lead

to ground. To send voice back to the data set and thus to

the user, the Data Receive Lead must be released from ground.

Output Commands

After determining the nature of the interrupt from the

status byte, the computer will probably issue some output

commands to the interface. The possible output commands

are: 1) enable and disable audio-response unit interrupts,

2) enable and disable answering, 3) enable one digit input,

4) enable two digit input, 5) turn tape recorder number

three on or off, 6) turn tape recorder i-unber one on, and

7) turn tape recorder number two on.

The output command sequence follows. Refer to Pages

1 and 8 of the schematics (Appendix A).

1. The interface is addressed exactly as in steps

1-5 of the sense status description.

2. The computer puts the command on the DAL lines.

3. CMDO is raised by the computer.

4. CMDI is NAiCDed with DENBI to enable the command on

the DAL lines o be decoded by Lne 1 of 16 decoder
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FIGURE 7:

X403A2 Data Set With 801A Handset
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and set or reset the proper flip-flop. At the

same time CMSYO is returned to the computer.

5. The computer then lowers CMDO and removes the

command from the DAL lines.

6. The interface then lowers CMSYO.

Setting FFI enables the audio-response unit interrupts.

Q of FF1 is NANDed with the timing pulse from the audio-

response unit to send off an interrupt. This timing pulse

does not get through if FF1 is cleared. Enabling "one

digit input" (from the touch tone telephone) sets FF2.

Enabling "two digit input" resets FF2. Further details are

presented in the read data section of this discussion. The

data set interface specifications 2 2 require a contact closure

*between signal ground and the Data Terminal Ready Lead to

set up the data set for automatic answering of incoming

calls. Setting FF4 enables answering by turning a power

gate on which in turn causes current to flow in the coil of

relay RI, and close the Data Terminal Ready Lead to ground.

Data is enabled by setting FF3 which closes the data receive

ready lead to ground by activating R2. When Data receive

is disabled the telephone line is connected to the dataset

answer back circuitry,

Read Data

If the status byte indicated that the dataset has

data, the ID-3 is expected to enter into the read data

sequence. Refer to Pages 7 and 2 of the schematic

(Appendix A).
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1. The device controller is addressed as in steps 1-5

above.

2. DRSYO is raised by the computer.

3. DPI NANDed with DBO1 through DB7I causes the data

to be sent back to the computer. At the same time

DRSYO is sent to the computer.

4. Upon reception of DRSYO, the computer gates the

data to the proper address and lowers DRO. The

interface then lowers DRSYO. The lowering of DRO

resets the counter flip-flop.

When a touch-tone button is pushed, the data set encodes

the number into a two of eight code. One of four A lines

and one of four B lines are closed to ground for 50 msec.

The two of eight co,e is listed below.

Contacts Closed Touch Tone Button Pushed
t

AI  B1  1

A 1  B2 2

A B3  3 3
A2  B1  4

A 2  B2  5

A2 B3 6

A 3  B1  7
A3  B.. 8

A3  B3  9

A4 B2 0

The circuitry on Page 4 converts the 2 of 8 code into binary

and sends a data on line indicator. The presence of up to

one msec of contact bounce, and up to 200 i-sec delay between
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A closure and B closure necessitated a delay in the toggling

of FF8 after the first czntact closure of slightly over one

msec. This was accomplished by placing a 1.33 uf capacitor

between ground and the data on lines 1 line- This signal

then toggles FF8. The first input signal sets FF8. The

change of Q from + 5V to 0 volts strobes data into FF4

through FF7. See Page 7 of the interface schematic.

The purpose of FF8 and the circuitry on the bottom

right quarter of P 7 is to allow the programmed controlled

option 6f either on#- or two digit input per interrupt. If

only one digit input is desired, the presence of Q at + 5

volts and "data on lines" =1 will send off an interrupt. If

two digit input is enabled, Q RETURNING TO + 5 volts ensures

that FF8 is reset after each interrupt.

Write Data

If the interrupt was from the audio-response unit, the

computer is expected to execute a write data instruction to

tell +he audio-response unit which word to output. Refer

to Page 5 of the interface schematic (Appendix A).

1. The device controller is addressed as in steps

1-5 of the sense status description.

2. The computer places the data on the Data Available

Lines DALOOO through DAL050.

3. DAO is raised by the computer.

4. DAI is NANDed with DENBI to enable DA.01 through

4 iDAL51 to set the first line of number flip-flops.
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At the same time DASYO is sent to the computer.

5. DASYO causes the computer to lowet DAO, and this in

turn causes the device controller to loser DASYO.

Data is read into FF1 through FF6 by DAGI. The timing

pulse from the audio-response unit strobes the data from

FFI to FF6 into FF7 to FF12, and then clears FF1 to FF6.

The double buffer allows the computer up to 625 msec to

respond to an interrupt from the audio-response unit. If

there were only one buffer, the computer would hav!e to write

data to the audio-response unit within 30 msec after receiv-

ing an interrupt. The timing pulse is used to clear FF1 to

FF6 so that at the end of a message or if the computer did

not respond withir -25 msec, the user would hear silence,

*not the last word repeated two or more times. The Interdata

computer and thus most of the interface uses 0 volts as a

logical 0, and a 0 volts as a logical 1. The discrete

elements after FF7 to FF12 are used to convert the logic

levels. The timing pulse coming from the Speechmaker had

to be converted, but in the reverse direction. It is then

differentiated by C3 and C2 to strobe data from FF1 to FF6

into FF7 to FF12. The pulse differentiated by C3 is delayed

by Cl for 100 Nanoseconds and then clears FF1 through FF6

by strobing in zeros.

Tape Players

There are three cartridge tape players in the system.

Two are Sony TC-8 play-recorders with an automatic stop
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feature and one is an Automate Radio player. Slight -

cations were necessary to produce computer controlled o, -

tion.

The AR unit plays music. To prevent the user tr:,r, :,, -*

ing wow and flutter during the stopping of the tape 'Lay.,

the audio is switched off just as the motor is switchc,, off.

The motor starts almost instantaneously but glides to a

stop. If the audio were left on, the user would hear the

tape come to a stop. Two Magnecraft WI02NRMIPCX-I SPST

relays were used to control the motor and the audio switches.

The output command 0001 sets FF5 which turns a power ga.e on

and closes R3 and R4. The output command 0009 rp-eth FF5,

and thus turns the music off. See Page 8 of the interface

schematic (Appendix A).

The two long messages players are started with an out-

put command, stop automatically and send off an interrupt

upon stopping. The start and automatic stop mechanism of

the Sony players is mechanical. The player, without modifi-

cation, starts upon insertion of a cartridge and stops when

a metallic strip on the tape shorts two contacts. To re-

start the player after an automatic stop, the cartridge must

be reinserted. Insertion causes movement of a lever which

turn the player on. The player was modified so a solenoid

could control the lever operation and so that Lhe tape could

be permanently inserted. Automatic stop is enabled when a

metallic strip on the tape shorts a 20 volt lead or. the tape

head to ground. This same signal is used to send an inter-

rupt to the computer.
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The logic control circuit is on Page 8 of the interface

diagram. An output command sets either FF6 or FF7. This

in turn turns the solenoid on and thus the tape player. The

shorting of the tape to ground sends off an interupt (see

Paqe 7). NI and N2 are used to eliminate interrupts caused

by contact bounce between the metallic strip and the sensing

heads. It FF6 and FF7 is set, it will be immediately cleared

by the first contact pulse, This clearing prevents extra

interrupts from qetting through N1 and N2.

The Soleaoids require 30 volts DC for operation (see

Page 10). A power supply was designed and built to produce

30 volts DC at 1 ampere. A triad F92-A transformer reduced

117 volts AC to 30 volts AC. A simple filter network con-

*rjused of a IN2071 dicde bridge, ? one ohm resister and a

Spraque 40 VAC 5500 if capacitor converted the AC to 30

volts DC with ripple of less than .5 volts.

The output of the tape recorder was only .5VRMS. Proper

o;itput ,oltage for adequate volume at the telephone earpiece

is around 4 volts RMS. An amplifier was built to produce

this amplification (see Page 9). Input to this amplifier

was through three variable resistors, volume controls, to

compensate for variations in recording levels on the tapas

and to reduce the amount of input from one tape recorder

that fed to ground through the inputs of the other tape

recorders. The output from the amplifier was the:i fed to

a conimon collector amplifier that increased the output im-

pedance to 5600 ohms. This increase was necessary because
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the output impedance insures that most of the audio-response

output feeds to the telephone and not to ground through the

tape recorder amplifiers.

Test Program

A test program has been written to assist in maintenance

of the equipment and interface. The program tape is loaded

into the Intcrdata 3 in the normal manner using the relativ,"

loader. The user then uses the teletype to input a number

indicating the test he wishes to perform. The tests and the

input number are listed below. The program is listed in

Appendix B.

Number Test

1 Plays back the ARU tracks in order.

2 Enables one digit input. The user
then presses a touch-tone button and
will hear that number played bacx.

3 Enables two digit input. The user
then presses two touch-tone button
sequentially, and will hear the two
rwuiLers repeated.

4 Starts and plays tape player one.

5 Starts and plays tape player two.

6 Starts and plays the music player.

7 Enables answering of the telephone.

8 Stops the music player.

Maintenance of the equipment described above should be mini-

mal as reliability and long life were two of the design

cri',.ria.

With both t1-e Cognitronics unit and the tape recorders,

the required maintenance is described in the literature sent

with the devices. Serious problems with Cogn2tronics

i-
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* unit should be referred to:

Cognitronics, Inc.

Mt. Kisco, New York

The tape players can be repaired at any electronics

* z-pair shop. The modifications made for this thesis should

, not interfere with their repair.

The telephone data set will be repaired by the tele-

phone company. Dial telephone repair service (611) and

they will send a repairman within the hour.

S 2

.= --!- = - -id ~ -- -
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USE OF THE SYSTEM IN LIBRARY CIRCULATION CONTROL

The hardware design allows the use of this system in

many user interactive applications even though the applica-

tion for which this system was designed is a library user

information system. In order to demonstrate the sufficiency

of the hardware for this specific application a prototype

software system has been constructed and successfully demon-

strated. The program is listed in Appendix C and described

below.

The Interdata in the library pro3ect is designed to

act as a communications cc-trol center switching data

between time-sharing and various peripheral units. A

program running under time-sharing will handle all library

file manipulations. This approach allows simplification

of Interdata programming, and conserves space in the small

(8 K bytes) Interdata core memory. A p ogran is being writ-

24
ten for the ID-3 to handle interrupts and communication

with time-sharing. The ID-3 subroutines neceesary to control

the user information system have to interface w4th this pro-

gram, and have to be as short as possible.

The main program handles interrupts, determines the

interrupting machine and branches to the routine handling

that machine. When one of the six devices in the user in-

formation system sends off an interrupt the main program

branches to ARSTAT, the ID-3 library user system routine

executive. This executive examines the status byte and

branches to the subroutine for handling that particular
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device. A decreasing priority search is made to determine

the device interrupting. This is necessary in case two

devices interrupt at the same time, for example, hang up

and the ARU. Hangup has the higher priority and the ARU

interrupt is ignored. Logically this is thie correct pro-

gramming format. If a person hangs up in the middle of a j
transaction, tne program should immediately terminate pro-

cessing on that call, and initialize variables for the next

incoming call.

Program priority in the prototype is in decreasing order,

as follows:

1. Hangup

2. Data Set Data

A 3. Data Set Ready

4. ARU Interrupt

5. Tape Recorder 1

6. Tape Recorder 2

This priority is under software control, and can be easily

modified.

The hangup (HANGUP) subroutine disables ARU interrupt

and data input. The data set ready (DSRDY) subroutine starts

tape recorder number one, the introduction message. The tape

recorder one finished subroutine (INTRO) sets a yes-no in-

put flag and enables one number input. The Introduction

recorded on tape recorder one asks the user to input a one

if he desires instructions and zero if not. The tape re-.-.--

der two finished subroutine (INST) enables data input and
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enables two number input. This sets up the system to re-

ceive the book number, the user identification number and a

service request type.

The data set data iDSDATA) subroutine first disables

data input. If the yes-no flag is set it branches to a

subroutine to either start tape recorder number two or

enable data input, If the yes-no flag is not set, the sub-

routine reads the data, checks for error or end of message

input, and if neither of these re present converts the

data to ASCII, and a tra-k address The ASCII is stored

in an output buffer. The end of message input causes a

branch to a subroutine te start music and transmit the data

to time-sharing. The error input erases the last letter

from the output buffer.

In the prototype system, after each alphanumeric

character is input, the system plays back that letter for

the user's verification. If there is an error the user can

correct it using the error input "40", followed by the cor-

rect code. In order to play back an alphanumeric character

to the user, the computer must disable data input. This

connects the audio-response output to the telephone line.

T2he audio-response unit is then enabled, and the character

written to the interface. The program then waits for two

audio-response unit interrupts before enabling data. The

first interrupt indicates start of audio output and the

second interrupt indicates completion of the task. ARFLG1

is the counter, and ARGLG2 indicates to the audio-response

routine that a track is to be played,
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'The audio-response subroutine (ARUINT, tirst checks

for ARFLG2. If set the program branches to a subroutine to

count two ARU interrupts and the enable 2 digit data input

and disable the ARI'. The only other possible entrance to

ARUINT is during the outputting of a message. If the end

of list flag is set (DACNI) the long message output is com-

plete and the program disables the ARU, and enables 2 digit

data input. If not, the program branches to GWRITE a rou-

tine in the main program that writes the next item of data

from a buffer to the correct device, in this case the ARU.

This progiam was written to conserve core memory, arid

yet enable ease of operation of the system by the users.

The user interacts with the system as described below:

1. User dials library information number.

2. User hears 2 to 5 second tone, followed by the fol-

lowing message: "Hello, this is user information

service of the Baker Library at Dartmouth College.

If you would like information on how to use this

system, press the one button on your telephone at

the end of this message. If not, press the zero

button and input the required information. Thank

you.

3. User presses a one or zero. If the user inputs a

one, he will hear the instructions as shown in step

4. If he inputs a zero, he jumps to step 5.

4. The instructions the user will hear are written below.

"The computerized library information service of

Baker Library at Dartmouth College will provide you
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with various services and information for any book

listed in the card catalog. The information avail-

able is whether the book is in, out, or has been

lost- If tht book is in tho library, the stack

location is provided. If the book is out, the

borrower identification number, and the due date

are provided. This system also offers you the

services of placing or releasing a hold on a book,

or renewing a book you have borrowed."

"Data is input to the system by pressing the ten

buttons on your touch-tone telephone in a specially

coded sequence. This special code is as follows,

and perhaps you should write it down. Letters are

represented by the digit sequence 0-1 to 2-6. For

example, A is a zero followed by a 1 while an M is

a 1 followed by a 3. Numbers are three followed

by the digit. The decimal point is 4-0, the end

of message is 5-0, and the error indicator is a

6-0."

"You input the following sequence of data. First

you key in your user identification number. Next

comes the book number, and then a service request

code and the end of message code."

"The service request code designates to the system

the type of service you desire. An I means informa-

tion, an H means you wish to place a hoid, a G

Ameans you wish to release a hold, and an R means

you wish to renew a book you already have out."
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"After yo.i input two digits, wait until you hear a

reply from the system verifying the character you

input. if this returned character des not agree

with the one you meant to input simply indicate an

error by the error code 6-0. and then input your

new character."

"After supplying the end of message code, you will

have approximately a 20 second wait before you will

hear a reply."

"'Thacrk you."

5. The user inputs his identification number and the

identification number of the book he is interested

in, a character at e time. The system will echo

through the audio-response unit, the number or

character the system thouoht was input. If the

character is wrong, the user inputs a 40 to delete

the ..aracter.

6. Ihe user inputs a service request code and an end

of message code...

R means the user would like to renew a book.

H means the user would like to place a hold

on a book.

I means the user would like information on

the book.

G means the user would like to release his

hold on the book.

The user then hears music for 20 to 30 seconds.
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7. The system outputs a message through the audio-

response unit regarding the service requested or

the information desired.

Possible message variations are listed below:

Service Type Message

I Book Is in stack number (X).

I Book i= lost.

i Book is out. Borrower (user I.D.
number). Due Date (month, day,
year).

H Return book. A hold has been
placed.

R Due date (month, day, year).

H A hold has been placed.

G A hold has been released.

8. The user can now input a "70" indicatinq he would

like to hear the message repeated, or input a new

bc, nurwaer, or hang-up, thus indicating completion

of his interaction with the system.

This prototype system has been constructed and demon-

strated successfully. Input of data is easy and rapid, and

the responses are clear. Other applications can use the

basic hardware. New long messages can be recorded on the

cartridge tapes, and a different vocabulary can be recorded

by Cognitronics onto a new film, and then easily attached

to the ARU.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMIENDA'.IONS

Tht, library user inform..tion system as designed and I

constructed is an improvoment o-ver the status quo. It

has been built and demonstrated; thus it is technically

feasiblc, It conserves both librarian and user effort,

and it has been economically justified.

However, as is usual, this 7vstem is not optimum, and

there a:e several imprc.ements tat will reduce cast, im-

prove reliability, and improve the system.

The three tape recorders used in the system are all

eight track stereo with separate preamps. Since all three

tape recorders go to one output they could use the same

preamplifier. Also, only one track is used per tape player.
i

A tape player wjth one track monaural output would be less

expensive. The two Sony tape players use mechanical means

to automatically stop the player at the end of the tape.

Perhaps electronic methods would reduce cost, and improve

the reliability.

If many copie3 of the interface were to be built the

use of printed circuits cards f.r the interface would reduce

assembly and testing time, and t'us reduce cost. The inte-

grated circuits are available in quantit:;.s at a reduced

price.

The data set is a half duplex data set. It can receive

data or send voice, but not both. This creates several prob-

lems. A user must hear an entire tape loop even if he has
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heard all he needs to know. Also, in order to play back

from the ARU the alphanumeric input, the program must dis-

able data input, write a track address to the ARU and wait

two ARU interrupts before ddta car, be again enabled. This

causes a slight degradation in system zesponse speed, and

an impatient user- can "beat" the computer by Inputting data

before the system is ready. Full duplex would reduce pro-

gramming requirements, and improve system respunse speed.

One other data set related problem is delivery delay.

The data set used in this system was ordered from the Bell

System on November 15, 1968. It was installed June 6, 1969.

The Interdata computer is a med-unm speed, low reliabi-

lity computer. Since ordered the computer used in this sys-

tern has been down very often, and tends to fail at crucial

moments. The twenty-four hour repair service advertised by

Interdata is more often a 48 to 96 hours repa r service.

The small size of the Interdata core memory keeps the

total system cost down, but limits the library user informa-

tion system in services availablL. The demonstration program

as written uses ten percent of core memory. The ability to

repeat the last alphanumeric character or to repeat the book

number as input at the tim. of the request are additional

services that could be added at more used memory. The prob-

lems in increasing system services are not hardware limited,

but are core limited.

The music player used In the system can use any music.

4 Perhaps playing electronic nuz c would convince i.he user

that he can hear the computer working. The "music" could
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even be a recorded message that repeats "Just a second please"

every ten seconds. Also, a completely transistorized tape

player would allow immediate music output with no warmup

time, and would prevent the dying music sound heard when the

player is turned off.

Perhaps a future system could use a slightly more so-

phi.sticated ARU with word/phrase capability. This would

allow a broader range of responses, and would produce more

natural sounding speech by combining words and phrases.

However, this would also require more program in the Inter-

data and additional interface circuitry.

In the section "Economic Analysis", three systems were

presented. The second system used a teletype !-cated in the

* library. Further economic analysis reveals that the rental

price of the teletype could be reduced to $17 per month, and

the ARU system would still result in saving each year for

ten years to produce a six percent return on the initial in-

vestment.

Perhaps the greatest problem with the entire library

project :Us the one 110 baud line to timesharing. Several

devices requesting time-sharing interaction would produce

large delays. A high speed line would only improve trans-

mission speed, but not timesharing speed. Two or more 110

baud lines to timesharing would take better advantage of

the speed of the Interdata computer, and the timesharing of

the GE-635.

Touch tone service will not be available in Hanover
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until January 1971. A dial pulse converter to translate

dial pulses into data could be used in the interim. This

could be installed by inductively picking up the dial pulses

from the incoming telephone line (it cannot be done after

the data set because of the half duplex nature of the data

set). However, the total library system is not yet complete,

and probably will not be installed in Baker Library until

we.- after January 1971, thus making a dial pulse converter

unnecessary.

It is the recommendation of this report that the library

.user information system as described in this report be in-

stalled with the automated library circulation system.
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NOTATIONAL SYSTEM

Interface Board

integrated Circuit Placement

There are five sub-circuit boards contained on the main

circuit board. These are labeled in the lower right hand

corner with a letter from A to E. Schematic pages following

refer to one of these five boards.

On each board there are from four to twelve integrated

circuit packages. The uppermost number in each package

refers to the Motorola integrated circuit designation.

For example, on board A, the number 857 refers to Motorola

package MC857. There is one exception to this. There is

on board C a Fairchild integrated circuit package. This

is listed as F9311. The lower number on each package is

the integrated circuit package number.

Schematic notation

Each page refers to one of five boards, and the gates

on each page refer to the integrated circuit package number

for that boara. The numbers immediately adjacent to each

gate on the lines leading into and away from each gate are

the integrated circuit pin numbers.
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ARU System Demo Program

Flow Chart
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0060
11A6 4330 BE I PJ, INT YES

122A
11A 08812 LHR 8.4 NO LOAD DATA



I IAC C480 NHI soX'30' ,NU'V IFR IPUT?,0030

1BO C580 CLHI 8AX'30' 30-39 * NUMF.Ri .I-qPUT
0030

I IB4 4230 BNE ARCHAR NO - A CHARACTER WAS I "
I DO

118 0884 ARUNUM LHR 8,4
li8A C/|80 NH! 8,XIF' MASK FIRST 4 BITS

OOOF
1 IE 0.968 LHR 6,8

- 1100 CA80 AHI 8,X'IE CONVERT TO ARU ADDRESS
001 E-_

11C4 CA60 AXI 6,X 30' CONVF'IT TO ASCII
0030

11C 4060 sTH 6, PDATA
1326

11CC 4300 B DADATI

SlIDO 0884 ARCHAR. LHR 8,4

11D2 C440 NHI 4,X'FO' MASK OFF LAST 4 BITS
OOFO

11D6 C540 CLHI 4,.'20' 20-26 INPUT?
0020

I1DA 4330 BE TWENTY YES
I IF A -

11DE C540 CLHI 4,X'10' . 10-19 INPU7T-, 0010.

1IlEf 4.130 BE TEN YES.-"

1lEA

11E6 4300 B ZERO NO - 1-9 INPUT

S11F2'1EA C840 TEN LHI 4,X'A' CONVERT TO ARU ADDRFSS

OOOA
I1EE 4300 B N UBER

! IFE
11F2 C84O ZERO LHI 4.,0 CONVERT TO ARU ADDRESS

0000
11F6 4300 B N UMB E'.

!IFE
IIFA C840 rWENTY LHI 4,X':4' CONVERT TO ARU ADD?,ESS

0014

IIFE C480 NUMBER NH! 8,X'F' MASK OFF FIRST 4 BITS
OOOF

1202 0A84 AHR 8,4
1204 0948 LHR 4,8 L0) A D DATA I1PUT
1206 CA11O AHi 4,X'41' CONVERT TO ASCII

0041
120A 40,00 STH JIPDATA STORE INPUT DtATA iv rSC :

120E C860 DADATI LHI 6, '31 E"iA" .-. ARU
0003

1212 9E56 OCH 5,6
I". 9t58 WDR 5,8 YO A R U

;216 C860 LHI 6n LOAD COUNTER AT ZERO
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12 1E C;'W LHI 6,1 LOAD ERAOR CHFCK FlAr ' AT
0001l-_:

122. '-160 STH 6,P.RFLG2

1220( ',3:0 B IEXIT
10592

122A C190 IPOINT LHI 8,40 LOAD ARU ADDRlESS

12 2 E C53'.0 LHI 4,'PF.' LOAD ASCII FOR

1232 40-40 STH 4, PDATA PLACE IN TEMP. STORAGE
1326

1236 4300 s DADATI120r. --
123A C580 YNDATA CLHI 8,X'10' YES INPUT?0010

123E 4330 BF YDATA YES
124E

1242 C860 NDATA LHI 620 RESET YES-NO FLAS~0000

.1246 4060 STH 6, YNFLAG
131IA

124A 4300 B INST
10C4

12.;E C \60 YDATA LlI 6,X'D' START INSTRUCTIONS
• " ' : 000 '

1252 9E56 OCR S6
1254 C..60 LHI 6P0 CLEAR YES-NO FLAG -

0000
1258 11060 STH 6#YNFLAG

131A
1psC 14300 B IEXIT

1260 4860 GWRITE LH 6,TOPFLG LOAD POINTER
1316

126.t CA60 AHI 6,2 MOVE POINTER DO UN 1
0002

1268 C510 CLHI 6PBOTTM END OF LIST?
1354

126C 4330 BE GWRITI YES

1270 Ji060 STH 6,TOPFLG NO - STORE NEI; POINT
1 316

1274 C350 LHI 5,X'11' LOAD DEVICE ADD.LFSS
or ii

1273 11f446 LH 4,0C6) LOAD DATA FROM TADLE
0000

127C 9P54 WDR. 5,4 WRITE DATA TO AAU
127E '4300 B IEXIT

1052
1282 C8AO GWA-ITi LHI 10,0 SET END OF LIST FLAG ---
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000.0
1:.,-.6 4300 }3 IEXI T

1 ,) 12

1TtiA ",140 AIlUFOM BAII 4,MUSIC
I 2101

128E C3s0 AiRUEMI LHI 5,X' I I LOAD DEVICE ADDiIESS
0011

1292 C860 LHI 6,X'3' ENASLF ARU
0003

1296' 9E56 OCH 5,6
1298 CSAO 1..1 10,1

0001
129C C860 LHI 6,TOP RESET MESSAGE POINTER

1328
12AO 4060 STH 6,TOPFLG

1316
12A4 4300 B GWRITE

1260
12A8 C880 ARU'RR LHI 8,50 LOAD ARU ADDRESS

0032
12AC 4300 B DADATI

1 20E
12BO 0306 IINPUT BR 6
12B2 C850 MUSIC LHI 5, X11 LOAD DEVHCE ADDRESS

0011
12f36 C860 LHI 6,X'I' START MUSIC

0001
12BA 9 5 6 OCR 5,6
12BC C860 LHI 6,X'3' ENABLE ARU

0003
lCO 9E56 OCR 5,6
12C2 9D56 MUSICI SSf 5,6
12C4 C460 NHI 6,X'80' ARU INTERRUPT?

0080
12C8 4330 BZ MUSICI

12C2
12CC 4A 60 LH 6,MSICFG

1318
12DO CA60 AHI 6,1

0001
12D4 4060 5TH 6,MSICFG

1318
12D8 C560 CLHI 6#X'28'

0028
12DC 4230 BNE MUSICi

12C2
12FO C660 LHI 6,X'2'

00r)2
1F/i 9F56 OCR 5, 6
12E6 C860 LHI 6,X'9 TURN OFF MUSIC

0009
12F.A 9E56 OCR 5,6
12EC C860 LHI 6,0

0000
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12F0 4060 5TH 6,M5ICFG CLEAR C0U.'JTFii1318H:

12F4 C 1 0 LHI 2,X'o'
0000

I278 9 )56 MUSIC') SSR 5,6
12FA C/i6 NHI 6aX,60,

12FF 4330 RZ MUSIC2

1302 CA20 AHI 2,X'1
0001

1306 C520 CLHI 2,X'4'
0004

130A 4230 BNE MUSIC2
12F8.

130E C860 LHI 6,X'A'
OOOA

1312 9ES6 OCR 5,6
1314 0304 Bi 4
1316 TOPFLG DS I
1318 MSICFG DS I
131A YNFLAG DS 1
131C INSTFS DS 1

.-.131E INTRFG DS I
130 ARFLG1 DS I
132p ARFLG2 DS I
13 2.4 DACNI DS I
1326 PDATA DS 1
13P8 0000 TOP DC X'O-
132A 0000 DC X'O'
132C 0033 DC H'51 ' BooK
13-l. 0035 DC H'53' IS OUT
1330 00, DC 141' SPACE
1332 0038 pC H'59' DUE DATE
1334 0D- DC H'44' JULY

-J-1,, 0020 DC H'32' 2
1 .- S 001E DC H'300 0
133A 0000 DC H'O SPACE
133C 0OIF DC H'31' I
133E 0027 DC H'39' 9
13140 0024 DC H' 36' 6
1342 0OP7 DC H'39' 9
1314, 0000 DC Ho'O SPACE
1346 003C DC 9'60' BORRROWER
1348 0004 DC H#41 D
134A 00IF DC H'31' 1
134C 0023 DC H'35' 5
134E O01F DC H'31' 1
1350 00IF DC H'31' I
1352 OOIF DC H'31' 1
1354 0000 BOTTOM DC H'O' 0
1356 END ARINIT

AR:CHAH IIDO
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T ~AA 1 1/10
P'.FU- 1320

PRLFT-G 1322

AR INIT 1 1 126
AMSTAT 1068

AllUEOM 12P.8A

AR1UMIRf 12A8
A~iUINT 1110
A RUN Um I1138
FPOTTOM 1354j
DACN 1 1324
DADATI IP20E
DSD!ATA 116~4
DSiIDY 101)8
GREAD 105C
13WRITI 1282
GII TE 1260
HANGUF 1IOFC
IFXIT 1052
IEXITI 1056
IINPUT 12B30
INST 10C4
INSTFG 131C
INTRIFG 131E
I NTRO 1048
IPOINT 122A
MSICFG 1318
music 12S2
MUSICI 12C.2
MUSIC2 12FB
N'I)ATA 12 JI2
NU.Mt3ER IIFE
PDAT. 139.6
TFN IIFA
fO P 1328
TOPFLG 1316
TIWENTY IIFA
YDATA 124r
YVDATA 123A
YNFg.AG 131A

z"'110 11F2
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